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Solutions of mixed quantum-classical dynamics in multiple dimensions
using classical trajectories

Chun-Cheng Wan and Jeremy Schofielda)
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~Received 9 August 2001; accepted 17 October 2001!

The multithreads algorithm for solving the mixed quantum-classical Liouville equation is extended
to systems in which multiple classical degrees of freedom couple explicitly to a quantum subsystem.
The method involves evolving a discrete set of matrices representing operators positioned at
classical phase space coordinates according to precise dynamical rules dictated by evolution
equations. The propagation scheme is based on the Trotter expansion of the time evolution operator
and involves trajectory~thread! branching and pruning operations at each time step. The method is
tested against exact numerical solution of the quantum dynamics for two models in which the
nonadiabatic evolution of two heavy coordinates~nuclei! induces changes in population in two
electronic states. It is demonstrated that the multithreads algorithm provides a good quantitative as
well as qualitative description of the dynamics for branching ratios and populations as a function of
time. Critical performance issues such as the computational demand of the method, energy
conservation, and how the scheme scales with the number of classical degrees of freedom coupled
to the quantum subsystem are discussed. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The idea of using classical trajectories to represent
time evolution of a large system in which quantum effec
such as tunneling, interference, and level quantization, in
ence the dynamics has been pursued by many authors1–12

There are two fundamentally different approaches to uti
ing classical evolution schemes to describe the dynamics
system exhibiting important quantum effects. The first
based upon semiclassical methods,13 such as the initial value
representation8,14 method and its variants.15 In the semiclas-
sical approach, all degrees of freedom are treated on e
footing and trajectories evolve on the full classical pha
space. Unfortunately, while these methods are very prom
ing, the approximations that must be made in many semic
sical theories in order to obtain tractable expressions for
servables are subtle and difficult to control. A quite differe
approach of representing the time evolution of quasiclass
systems is to concoct rules for combining a classical desc
tion of most of the degrees of the system while retainin
minimal level of quantum description for the remainder
the system. These methods are based on eitherad hocpre-
scriptions for the way in which the classical and quant
systems interact and evolve,4,5 on approximations applied to
path integral propagators,6,7 or on a mixed quantum-classica
Liouville equation for a partially Wigner-transformed dens
matrix.1,11,12,16–18

In previous articles,11,12 an algorithm of solving the
mixed quantum-classical Liouville equation, termed themul-
tithreads method, was proposed. The method relies on a
nite representation of the partially Wigner-transformed d
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sity matrix in terms of matrices~or ‘‘threads’’! residing at
points in the phase space of the classical subsystem. Sim
ideas have appeared in the literature in the context of Li
ville dynamics or wave-packet interferometry18 as well in
sophisticated methods for placing basis sets to solve the
Schrödinger equation.19 The multithreads algorithm has bee
tested and demonstrated to provide an excellent descrip
of the dynamics for models of proton transfer reactions11,20

and scattering processes where interference effects
important.4,12

In this article, the multithreads algorithm is extended a
tested on two simple two-dimensional models for which t
full quantum solution is readily attainable. The importance
testing methods designed to model multidimensional n
adiabatic dynamics has been noted previously.19 There are
significant qualitative differences that can be observed in
quantum dynamics of one-dimensional versus high
dimensional systems as true intersections between pote
energy surfaces become possible in higher dimensions
addition, in higher dimensions it is possible to circumve
regions on a given potential energy surface where nona
batic coupling to other surfaces is strong, and the topolog
structure of the energy surfaces can give rise to rich quan
features such as Berry’s geometrical phase.21,22In Sec. II, the
theoretical framework for describing the dynamics of mix
quantum-classical systems is reviewed and the importanc
force operators acting on the classical degrees of freedo
stressed. In Sec. III, the ideas and assumptions underl
utilizing discrete representations for observables and pro
gating dynamical trajectories for the mixed quantu
classical systems is elaborated. In addition, the multithre
scheme, based upon an approximate effective time prop
tor constructed out of the full time evolution operator for t
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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mixed quantum-classical system, is outlined and issues
taining to the scaling properties of the method with syst
size and convergence of the algorithm are discussed. In
IV, the application of the method to model two multidime
sional systems is presented and it is demonstrated tha
multithreads approach gives good qualitative and quan
tive results compared with those obtained from the numer
solution of the full quantum dynamics. Each of the mod
probes a different aspect of the multithreads method and
gether they form a comprehensive and challenging test of
multithreads technique. The first model considered in S
IV, the collinear reactive collision model, was originally d
vised by Ben-Nun and Martı´nez23 to create a rigorous test o
nonadiabatic methods for realistic physical systems.
though this model avoids harmonic and separable potent
the simple form of the coupling of the diabatic surfaces p
cludes a thorough analysis of the scaling behavior of
multithreads algorithm. To examine the critical issue of h
the method scales with the size of the system, a model
conical intersection on a two-dimensional surface24 is con-
sidered in which the functional dependence of the diab
coupling matrix element on the spatial coordinates is co
plicated. For the conical intersection model, it is demo
strated that the multithreads algorithm can be implemen
in a fashion in which the computational load scales linea
with the number of force commutation classes, which,
worst, also increases linearly with the dimension of the s
tem. Furthermore, the method reproduces the time profil
important observables such as the branching probabil
very well over a wide range of coupling strengths, and
even capable of qualitatively reproducing more sensit
quantum features of the dynamics in the vicinity of the co
cal intersection.

II. THE EVOLUTION OF MIXED QUANTUM-
CLASSICAL SYSTEMS

The mixed quantum-classical Liouville equation1,11,16–18

provides a convenient framework for examining the evo
tion of a system in which a~usually! large subsetQ̂
5(Q̂1 ,...,Q̂3N) of operators of the total degrees of freedo
is described ‘‘classically’’ while the remaining degrees
freedomq̂5(q̂1 ,...,q̂3n) are treated quantum-mechanical
The equation can be derived1 from a perturbation expansio
of the partial-Wigner transform25 of the quantum Liouville
equation in powers of a small parameter related to the r
of the classical and quantum thermal wavelengths. From
quantum Liouville equation, one obtains

]r̂w~R,P,t !

]t
52 i L̂r̂w~R,P,t !, ~1!

where the subscriptw refers to the partial Wigner transform
operation, which can be represented for an arbitrary oper
Â as

Âw~R,P!5
1

~2p\!3N/2E dz eiP•z/\K R2
z

2UÂUR1
z

2L .

~2!
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Note that, in general, since the partial Wigner transform
not performed with respect to all degrees of freedom,
transformed quantities are operators in the quantum s
system which depend on the classical coordinatesR andP.
The Liouville ~super! operatori L̂ in Eq. ~1! can be written in
the abstract form

i L̂5 i L̂Q1 i L̂P1 i L̂R, ~3!

where

iLQAw~R,P!5
i

\
@V̂w~R!,Aw~R,P!#, ~4!

iLRAw~R,P!5
P

M
•¹RAw~R,P!, ~5!

iLPAw~R,P!5
1

2
~¹PAw~R,P!•F̂

1F̂•¹PAw~R,P!!, ~6!

where F(R)52¹RV̂w(R) is the ‘‘force’’ operator and
V̂w(R) is the partial Wigner transform of the full interactio
potentialV̂(Q̂,q̂). In Eqs.~4!–~6!, and below, the inner prod
uct A•B denotes( i 51

N A i•Bi . Equation ~1! can be solved
formally to obtain

r̂w~R,P,t !5e2 i L̂tr̂w~R,P!. ~7!

In the partial Wigner transform representation, expec
tion values or thermal average of an operator can be wri
in terms of the partial Wigner transformr̂w(R,P) of the full
density matrixr̂ as

^A~ t !&5TrE dR dP r̂w~R,P,t ! Âw~R,P!, ~8!

where the Tr operator performs a sum over an arbitrary
complete set of quantum system states. Although the ther
averages or expectation value of an operator is invarian
the choice of quantum basis, the actual form of the evolut
equations for matrix elements ofr̂w depends on the particu
lar representation of the quantum operators of the subsys
Several different basis sets are commonly used to repre
the quantum degrees of freedom, including the diabatic
subsystem basis, which diagonalizes the Hamiltonian of
quantum subsystem, and the adiabatic basis, which diago
izes the partial Wigner transform of the Hamiltonian opera
Ĥw(R,P) at fixed classical coordinatesR andP. In addition,
it is sometimes useful to represent the evolution of the mix
quantum-classical systems in a basis set which diagona
a particular force operator2¹Ri

Vw(R,q̂).11,12 Note that in
the adiabatic and ‘‘force’’ bases, the basis-set wave functi
depend parametrically on the classical coordinatesR due to
the coupling between the quantum subsystem and the cl
cal degrees of freedom.

The mixed quantum-classical evolution equation can
represented in an arbitrary time-independent basis which
pends parametrically on the classical coordinatesR as
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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]r̂w
ab~R,P,t !

]t
52~ iLab,a8b8

Q
1 iLab,a8b8

R
1 iLab,a8b8

P
!

3 r̂w
a8b8~R,P,t !, ~9!

where

iLab,a8b8
Q

5dbb8S i

\
V̂w

aa8~R!1
P

M
•D̂aa8D

2daa8S i

\
V̂w

b8b~R!1
P

M
•D̂b8bD , ~10!

iLab,a8b8
R

5daa8dbb8

P

M
•¹R , ~11!

iLab,a8b8
P

5 1
2 ~ F̂aa8dbb81F̂b8bdaa8!•¹P , ~12!

with Fab(R)52^au¹RV̂w(R)ub&. In Eq. ~10!, Dab(R)
5^au¹Rub& is the nonadiabatic coupling matrix in the tim
independent basis. Note that the diabatic basis set is inde
dent of the classical coordinatesR andP, which implies that
D is zero in the diabatic representation.

When written in a given basis set, Eq.~9! can be conve-
niently expressed using supermatrix notation in which
matrix elementsrw

ab are represented as elements of a sin
supervectorrw

m , with m representing the pair (a,b) as

rw
m~ t !5~e2 iLt!mnrw

n ~0!. ~13!

A number of methods of tackling the numerical solution
~13! are potentially feasible. One possibility is to separate
Liouville supermatrix operatoriL into a classical coordinate
propagation partiLcl5 iLR1 iLP and a quantum rotation
iLQ component. Based on symmetries of the superoper
matrices, it can be shown that each component of the su
matrix operator has purely imaginary eigenvalues, so that
Trotter product formula26

e2 i (Lcl1LQ)t5~e2 iLclt/2Nte(2 iLQt/Nt)e(2 iLclt/2Nt)!Nt

1O~N22!, ~14!

may be applied to approximate propagation over the t
time interval as propagation overNt short-time segments o
durationDt, with t5NtDt

r̂w~ t !5e2 iLclDt/2Mq~Dt !•••Mq~Dt !e2 iLclDt/2r̂w~0!,
~15!

with the quantum rotation matrixMq(Dt) given by

Mq
mn~Dt !5~e2 iLQDt!mn . ~16!

The Trotter formula may be applied once again to furth
decompose the operation of classical propagator partiLcl

5 iLR1 iLP into a velocity Verlet form27

e2 iLclDt'e2 iLPDt/2e2 iLRDte2 iLPDt/2. ~17!

For multidimensional systems, the Trotter formula must
applied once again if the force operators appearing iniLP do
not commute. For example, for a two-dimensional system
Downloaded 02 Jan 2002 to 142.150.226.11. Redistribution subject to A
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which the force operatorsF̂152¹R1
V̂w(R) and F̂2

52¹R2
V̂w(R) do not commute, the momentum propaga

can be further decomposed as

e2 iLPDt'e2 iLP1Dt/2e2 iLP2Dte2 iLP1Dt/2, ~18!

where

iLPiÂw~R,P!5 1
2 ~¹Pi

Âw~R,P!F̂ i1F̂ i¹Pi
Âw~R,P!!. ~19!

In general, any function of only classical coordinates wh
are not explicitly coupled to the quantum subsystem is di
onal in the orthonormal representation of the quantum s
system. All forces arising from such classical degrees of fr
dom therefore commute in the quantum representations
can be treated without further Trotter decomposition. Th
degrees of freedom evolve in an entirely classical fash
and are affected by the quantum subsystem only thro
their interactions with other classical degrees of freed
coupled directly to quantum subspace operators.

It is also possible to decompose the propagator in ot
ways. For example, in a two-dimensional system one m
apply the Trotter decomposition along each dimension of
system by writingiLcl5 iLcl11 iLcl2, and

e2 iLclDt'e2 iLcl1Dt/2e2 iLcl2Dte2 iLcl1Dt/2, ~20!

where iLcli5 iLRi1 iLPi. The propagation along each pa
(Ri ,Pi) of classical coordinates may then be separated
spatial and momentum propagation steps as in Eq.~17!. Al-
though there is no clear basis for the preference of
choice of decomposition of the propagator over another,
conventional choice of propagation scheme is to update
the spatial and momentum coordinates in a sequential f
ion. In all the simulation results presented in Sec. IV, bo
schemes were utilized and little difference in performance
the multithreads algorithm was observed.

The evaluation of the action of the momentum propa
tor exp2iLPit on dynamical variables is complicated by th
fact that theiLPi may not be diagonal in the reference ba
used to represent the quantum subsystem. The effect o
momentum propagator on an arbitrary supermatrix elemen
of a Pi-dependent operatorf n(Pi) can be examined by intro
ducing the unitary matrixUi(R) which diagonalizes the
Liouville operator for the momenta

Ui
21~R!iLPiUi~R!5 i L̃d

Pi . ~21!

By inspection of Eq.~6!, it is evident that the unitary super
matrix which diagonalizesiLPi can be written as a Cartesia
product of the unitary matrix which diagonalizes the for
operatorFi represented in the reference basis. Using
identity U21(R)U(R)5I , where I is the unit supermatrix,
one obtains

~e2 iLPiDt!mn f n~Pi !5Ui
mg~R!~e2 i L̃

d

PiDt!gg f̃ g~Pi !

5Ui
mg~R! f̃ g~Pi2Fi

gDt!, ~22!

where repeated indices are summed over,Fi
g are the forces

of the diagonalized operator, i L̃Pi, and f̃ g(Pi)
5Ui

21gn(R) f n(Pi). From Eq.~22! it is evident that the ac-
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tion of the momentum propagator superoperator on a
namical variable can be evaluated by transforming the
namical variable into the representation in which t
momentum propagator superoperator is diagonal and
propagatingeachmatrix element of the transformed variab
according to the force for this element. Note that the sub
quent transformation of the dynamical variable back to
original representation mixes the phase space argum
since the momenta for each element may have evolve
different values. The mixing of phase space arguments
the matrix elements of dynamical variables complicates
interpretation of the evolution scheme based on the Tro
expansion. In the next section, however, we show that a
crete representation of dynamical operators~or the density
matrix! offers a transparent structure for interpreting the e
lution scheme in terms of branching trajectories.

III. DISCRETE REPRESENTATIONS OF OBSERVABLES
AND APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS OF MIXED
QUANTUM-CLASSICAL DYNAMICS

Averages of dynamical variables over densities~typi-
cally probability densities! as expressed in Eq.~8! are com-
monly performed in analytically untractable systems by
eraging a finite number of trajectories starting from init
coordinates selected to represent the density. The initial
ordinates are generally taken as either weighted points
grid for low-dimensional systems or as randomly dra
points with a probability determined by the density usi
Monte Carlo or other methods. In such cases, a time co
lation function^AB(t)& can be approximated as

^AB~ t !&5E dR dPr~R,P!A~R,P!B~R~ t !,P~ t !!

5E dR dP@e2 iLt~r~R,P!A~R,P!!#B~R,P!

'E dR dP(
i 51

L

@e2 iLt~Wid~R2Ri !

3d~P2Pi !!#B~R,P!, ~23!

where iL is the classical Liouville operator,Wi is the
‘‘weight’’ of the initial phase point (Ri ,Pi), and L is the
number of initial points sampled from the densi
r(R,P)A(R,P). The statistical properties of the average a
typically monitored as a function of the initial pointsL which
is increased until the desired level of statistical uncertaint
reached. Provided the density and the dynamical variable
smooth functions of their phase space argumentsR andP at
all times,L is generally found to be a relatively modest num
ber ~i.e., not prohibitively large! even for large systems. An
implicit assumption in this approach is the existence
‘‘shadow’’ orbits28 in which trajectories generated by a
proximate numerical methods track true trajectories.
though this shadowing property has not been proven for
complicated dynamical systems, it is generally considere
hold for real systems.29

Based on the success of applying trajectory method
problems in classical statistical mechanics, it is interesting
Downloaded 02 Jan 2002 to 142.150.226.11. Redistribution subject to A
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consider to what extent a trajectory approach based on fi
representations of phase space integrals is useful in the
text of mixed quantum-classical dynamics. To pursue t
line, suppose that the partial Wigner transform of the ar
trary operator is represented by the finite phase space m
density

B̂w~R,P!5(
j 51

L

W j d~R2Rj ! d~P2Pj !, ~24!

whereW j is a matrix representing the quantum character
the operator. The matrixW is weighted according to the
phase space arguments for each point or ‘‘thread.’’ Note t
for a purely classical variable for whichB̂w(R,P)
5IB(R,P), W5I . For an operatorg(q̂) of the quantum sub-
system alone, on the other hand,W j is independent of the
thread indexj. The utility of the discretization approach de
pends on the accuracy of representing any observabl
physical interest@or, equivalently, the transformed densi
matrix r̂w(R,P,t)] by a finite and manageable number
matrices located at discrete points in classical phase spa

In particular, looking at the partial Wigner transform o
the density matrix, the solution we are seeking is the d
cretized form

r̂d~R,P,t !5(
j 51

L

û j~ t !d~R2Rj~ t !!d~P2Pj~ t !!, ~25!

where theû j (t) are positive definite matrices. Equation~25!
can be viewed as a summation over points or threads w
compose the discrete representation of the density ma
Note that the normalization condition implies

TrE
V

dR dPr̂d~R,P,t !5Tr(
j

û j~ t !51, ~26!

where Tr is the trace over the quantum subspace and
phase space integral is restricted to the regions of ph
space wherer̂w is nonzero. The discretization should be us
ful under the following conditions:

~1! At all times, the density matrixr̂(R,P,t) is confined to a
finite volumeV in the phase space, outside of which t
magnitude of the density matrix elements becomes n
ligible.

~2! At all times, all physical operators Bˆ
w(R,P) (including

r̂w itself) are smooth functions ofR and P, with eigen-
values bounded from below.

These conditions imply that there exists a finite number
threadsL for an arbitrarily small but finite numbere.0 such
that

UTrE
V

dR dP@ r̂w~R,P,t !B̂w~R,P!2 r̂d~R,P,t !B̂w~R,P!#U
,e, ~27!

where the time dependence ofr̂w(R,P,t) is determined by
the mixed quantum-classical Liouville equation.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Now, suppose that initially att50, r̂d(R,P,0) satisfies
Eq. ~27!. Then, the following argument indicates th
r̂d(R,P,t), where

r̂d~R,P,t !5e2 iLtr̂d~R,P,0!, ~28!

also satisfies~27! at time t providede is sufficiently small.
For the convenience of the argument, we consider instea
the delta functions the other bases to span the phase s
such as the fixed width Gaussiang(R2Ri) and g(P2Pi),
which propagate under the classical propagator just ‘‘lik
the delta function. The delta function can be approache
the limit that the width goes to zero. Under these circu
stances, it follows that there exists a set ofû j with finite total
number M, such that inequality~27! is satisfied, and
r̂(R,P,0)2 r̂d(R,P,0)>0. Furthermore, the fact that the e
genvalues of all operators have a lower bound implies
B̂w(R,P) can be converted into a positive definite matrix
adding to it a trivial constant.

From these properties, it follows that

UTrE
V

dR dP@ r̂w~R,P,t !B̂w~R,P!2 r̂d~R,P,t !B̂w~R,P!#U
5UTrE

V
dR dPe2 iLt@ r̂w~R,P,0!B̂w~R,P!

2 r̂d~R,P,0!B̂w~R,P!#U.
<TrE

V
dR dP@e2 iLt#23TrE

V
dR dP@~ r̂w~R,P,0!

2 r̂d~R,P,0!!B̂w~R,P!#2

<dqVFTrE
V

dR dP~ r̂w~R,P,0!

2 r̂d~R,P,0!!B̂w~R,P!G2

<dqVe2, ~29!

wheredq is the dimension of the quantum subspace. To
tain the relation above, we have applied the generali
Cauchy–Schwartz inequality. From these considerations,
evident that Eq.~27! is satisfied provided thatedqV,1.
These results suggest that if the initial discrete representa
of the partial Wigner-transformed density matrix is suf
ciently accurate, dynamical evolution of the approxima
density matrix preserves the quality of the discrete repres
tation at subsequent times under conditions~1! and ~2!.

We now turn our attention to examining the nature of t
action of the Trotter-factorized propagator on the discr
representation of an arbitrary dynamical variable expres
as in Eq.~24!. In particular, we must evaluate how the fo
lowing propagators act on the finite representations of
dynamical variableBw(R,P):

e2 iLQdtBw~R,P!5e2 iLQdt(
j 51

L

W jd~R2Rj !d~P2Pj !, ~30!
Downloaded 02 Jan 2002 to 142.150.226.11. Redistribution subject to A
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e2 iLRdtBw~R,P!5e2 iLRdt(
j 51

L

W jd~R2Rj !d~P2Pj !, ~31!

e2 iLPdtBw~R,P!5e2 iLPdt(
j 51

L

W jd~R2Rj !d~P2Pj !, ~32!

where theiLQ, iLR, andiLP are defined in Eq.~9!. First, the
operatoriLQ does not involve derivatives with respect to th
classical coordinates and therefore operates only on
quantum subspace of the dynamical variable. In superve
notation, we therefore obtain

~e2 iLQdt!mn(
j 51

L

W j
nd~R2Rj !d~P2Pj !

5(
j 51

L

W j
m~dt !d~R2Rj !d~P2Pj !, ~33!

where W j
m(dt) is easily evaluated by transforming to an

from the basis in which the superoperatoriLQ is diagonal.
Since the operatoriLR is diagonal in the quantum subspac
the evaluation of~31! is straightforward, yielding

e2 iLRdt(
j 51

L

W jd~R2Rj !d~P2Pj !

5(
j 51

L

W jd~P2Pj !e
2 iLRdtd~R2Rj !

5(
j 51

L

W jd~P2Pj !e
iLR(Rj ,Pj )dtd~R2Rj !

5(
j 51

L

W jd~R2~Rj1dtPj /m!!d~P2Pj !, ~34!

where the spatial derivatives iniLR(Rj ,Pj ) are with respect
to the thread coordinateRj andP has been replaced byPj .

The action of the momentum propagatoriLP on the dy-
namical variable is somewhat more complicated due to
off-diagonal forces. Using the transformation matrices int
duced in Eq.~22!, Eq. ~32! can be written for the momentum
propagator of a particular componentPk as

~e2 iLPkdt!mn(
j 51

L

W j
nd~R2Rj !d~P2Pj !

5(
j 51

L

Uk
mg~R!~ei L̃

d

PkDt!ggW̃ j
gd~R2Rj !d~P2Pj !

5(
j 51

L

Uk
mg~R!W̃ j

k,gd~R2Rj !d~P2Pj
k,g~dt !!,

where Pj
k,g(dt)5(P1 , . . . ,Pk21 ,Pk1Fk

gdt, . . . ,PN) and
W̃k5Uk

21(R)•W. Again, note that, in general, each comp
nentW̃g of the supervectorW̃ evolves according to a differ
ent force,Fg. Suppose that the effective dimension of t
quantum subspace isdq so that the supervectorW̃ is a
D-dimensional column vector, whereD5dq *( dq11)/2,
which can be decomposed as follows:
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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W̃5S w1

w2

A

wD

D 5S w1

0

A

0

D 1S 0

w2

A

0

D 1•••1S 0

0

A

wD

D
5X̃11X̃21•••1X̃D . ~35!

The matrix productUk(R)W̃k in Eq. ~35! implies that every
thread may be written as a linear combination ofD new
threads with a supervectorUk(R)X̃ i , where each of the
threads has differentPk arguments. From these conside
ations, one may interpret the consequence of the off-diag
nature of the momentum propagator as leading to the bra
ing of one thread intoD new threads along each of the 3N
momentum degrees of freedom. Hence, the total numbe
threads after asingle momentum propagation step along
particular degree of freedom increases by a factor ofD from
the current numberL to D3L. Clearly, the number of
threads grows exponentially with propagation time step
with the number of noncommuting force matrices.

One can thus summarize the propagation scheme as
lows: For each time step, the spatial coordinates are upd
according to Eq.~35!. After all spatial coordinates have bee
updated, the transformation supermatricesUk(R) are con-
structed and the momentaPk are updated in sequential fas
ion. This is carried out by transforming the supervectorW
for each of the threads into the appropriate force represe
tion in which the momentum propagator ofPk is diagonal.D
threads are created from each old thread out of the individ
elements ofW and the momentum argument for the pha
point for each of them is propagated with the diagonal for
for that element. After propagation, all threads are tra
formed back into the original representation and the proc
is repeated. Following the propagation of all momenta,
supervectors undergo a quantum rotation as described in
~33!.

On the other hand, according to the arguments conc
ing Eq. ~27!, only L threads should be sufficient to descri
to represent the dynamical variable accurately~to ordere).
Hence, from a practical point of view, since the function t
threads represent is localized in finite regions of phase sp
and relatively smooth by assumption, many of the thre
generated by the off-diagonal nature of the forces involved
the momentum propagation steps are redundant. It is th
fore desirable to selectively prune the large number of n
threads created by the propagation procedure to retain
those threads which are necessary to represent the dyna
variable well. In recent publications,11,12 we proposed vari-
ous methods for maintaining a manageable number of t
threads. The central idea in the ‘‘multithreads’’ algorithm
to combine threads which approach one another in class
phase space in a manner consistent with conservation
ciples. The utility of the combination principle relies on th
notion that if two threads approach one another in a regio
which the dynamical variable is smooth, one thread is lik
to be redundant so that the two adjacent threads can be
bined into a single thread. In the simplest implementation
the method, all nearest-thread pairs are searched for and
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as many pairs of threads are combined as is necessa
keep the total number of threads at specific levels determ
by issues such as the continuity of expectation values~such
as populations or average trajectories! and energy conserva
tion. Under these rules, the trajectories~threads! which are
generated interact in a simple fashion, in contrast to m
methods which use classical trajectories to describe quan
dynamics.

There are a number of critical issues to examine o
system-by-system basis to determine if the algorithm is pr
ticable. Perhaps foremost among these is the numbe
threads necessary to describe the system and how this n
ber scales with the number of classical degrees of freed
which are coupled to the quantum subsystem. In practic
is often helpful to monitor the energy conservation to d
namically adjust the number of total threads as the sys
evolves. Similar kinds of ideas have been proposed by M
tı́nez and co-workers23 in the context of their ‘‘multiple
spawning’’ method, in which a moving basis set with a d
namically adjusted size is used to solve the time-depend
Schrödinger equation. In classical molecular dynamics, d
namical evolution based on approximate propagators
tained from the Trotter expansion rigorously conserves30,29 a
pseudo-Hamiltonian which differs from the true Hamiltonia
by a term of orderDt3. Thus, providedDt is small, the
system evolves with no observed long-term drift in the e
ergy in Verlet-style algorithms. In the multithreads algorith
on the other hand, there is no corresponding pseu
Liouville operator which ensures energy conservation due
the thread reduction procedure. However, each thread ca
along an associated matrix~or supervector! whose elements
measure the weight or importance of the thread to the ove
average. Provided these weights are considered in the th
combination procedure such that, for instance, only a thr
with small weight is allowed to combine with another threa
the net energy fluctuation caused by the thread combina
can be limited. For systems in which the nonadiabatic c
pling of two quantum states is relatively weak or highly l
calized in regions of classical configurational space, many
the threads which branch out of an original thread durin
propagation step carry negligible weight. Combining the
threads with others typically leads to very little energy dri
However, if the system has strong nonadiabatic coupl
which extends over large regions of configurational spa
many of the threads created by branching have signific
weights so that combining them can lead to more seri
problems with the conservation of energy and the continu
of observables. Under such circumstances one can antic
that the total number of threads required by the meth
would be prohibitively large, particularly since much of th
computational time involved in the method is spent in t
routines searching for adjacent thread pairs. In spite of th
concerns, the thread combination rules have been rigoro
tested and have performed extremely well on several c
lenging one-dimensional systems in which complica
quantum interferences and tunneling are pronounced.11,12

One intriguing aspect of the method concerns the na
in which the initial discrete representation of the dynami
variables of interest is propagated. One extreme approac
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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evaluating expectation values based on the trajectories w
be to generate an initial number of initial number of threa
L and then to propagateeach initial thread independently
~either sequentially or in parallel! starting from its initial
value using the multithreads approach. Expectation va
could then be calculated by averaging over theL runs. The
opposite extreme would be to propagate allL initial threads
simultaneouslyin one run while calculating expectation va
ues on the fly. It is not clear which prescription, or hybr
variant of the two, is optimal as there are advantages
disadvantages to both approaches which must be counte
anced. For example, if eachL initial thread is propagated
simultaneously, it is likely that a relatively large total numb
of threads is necessary to ensure energy conservation i
initial distribution from which the points are drawn is broa
On the other hand, only one run is necessary to extract
expectation values. In the other extreme, if each initial thr
is propagated independently, then generally each run is
described by a modest number of maximum total threa
with the obvious drawback that many of these runs mus
performed. In principle, the two approaches should g
similar results. However, for systems in which the dispers
of the initial wave function is very important, significant di
ferences between the two approaches could be observe
fact, it seems likely that the optimal approach is sensitive
how ‘‘classical’’ the system is and is therefore highly syste
dependent. This aspect of the algorithm is currently be
investigated.

Another concern that must be considered is the suita
ity of the multithreads method for multidimensional system
In the multithreads approach, the effect of the mu
dimensional character of the system is intimately tied w
the nature of the coupling of the classical degrees of freed
with the quantum subsystem. As is clear from the discuss
above of the Trotter factorization, it is the fact that for
matrices do not commute which gives rise to the additio
branching of threads as the system evolves. The force m
ces themselves, which govern the evolution of the ph
space coordinates of the threads, are diagonal for any deg
of freedom which are not explicitly coupled to the quantu
subsystem through the coupling potentialVc(q̂,R). The mo-
mentum propagation of these degrees of freedom does
lead to the branching of threads. Furthermore, the degree
freedom which are explicitly coupled to the quantum su
system may be grouped into classes in which the force
trices commute. For each force commutation class, the
mentum degrees of freedom may be propagated toge
within the same representation so that the thread branc
occurs only when switching between representations co
sponding to different classes of degrees of freedom. Th
the number of branching events per propagation time ste
determined by the number ofclassesof noncommutingiLP.
In many models which are used widely in the study of d
namics in condensed phases, such as the spin-boson mo31

the form of the coupling between the quantum subsys
and each classical~spatial! degree of freedom is the sam
For example, in the spin-boson model, the coupling is o
bilinear formVc5gq̂Ri , whereg is a parameter measurin
the strength of the coupling, for all spatial coordinatesRi .
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For models with generic couplings of the formVc

5( i f (q̂)g(Ri), all force matrices commute and all the m
menta belong to the same force commutation class. For s
models, only a single branching event occurs at each t
step. However, other important models of chemical proces
in condensed phases do not have a system–bath cou
which can be expressed in such a simple form. For insta
model studies of proton-transfer reactions in polar solve
generally involve a coupling between the proton motions32

which are described quantum-mechanically, and acollective
solvent coordinate related to the solvent polarization.33,34For
these systems, each momentum degree of freedom is po
tially in a different force commutation class, and the mann
in which the thread reduction is carried out is of critic
importance. There are several different scenarios that
possible. If the thread reduction is doneafter all momentum
propagation steps have been carried out for all the com
tation classes, the number of threads that must be paired
combined will scale exponentially with the number of d
grees of freedom. In this case, the multithreads method
haves as a grid method and is impracticable for large s
tems. It must therefore be demonstrated that the thr
reduction procedure can be successfully conducted imm
ately after the momenta in each commutation class have b
updated, leading to one thread reduction step for each c
per time step. When this is possible, the multithreads met
scaleslinearly with the number of force commutation class
and should be computationally feasible for large systems

In the next section, we consider two simple multidime
sional models for which the multithreads solution approa
can be compared to exact quantum solutions. The mo
differ in the number of commutation classes so that the s
ing behavior of the multithreads algorithm can be assess

IV. TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODEL SYSTEMS

The multithreads method was tested on model tw
dimensional systems designed to describe important phys
processes in which the multidimensional nature of the c
pling of quantum subsystem~electronic degrees of freedom!
to motions of heavy particles~nuclei! induces complicated
quantum dynamics. The models differ qualitatively in t
nature of the coupling and therefore together pose a sig
cant test of the multithreads method. In all calculations
low, the basic rules of thread combination of Ref. 12 we
followed: Namely, the weight matrix~or supervector! W for
a new thread formed by the combination of two adjac
threads was taken to beW5W11W2, whereW1 and W2

are the~complex! ‘‘weight’’ factors for the two combining
threads, whereas the phase space coordinateX5(R,P) for
the new thread was determined by TrWX5Tr W1X1

1Tr W2X2, whereX1 andX2 are the respective phase spa
coordinates for the combining threads. The expectation
ues themselves were formed by averaging over roughly
runs of a relatively modest number of threads~around 300
maximum threads!. In each run, the initial number of thread
was kept constant and the time step was set by requi
energy conservation of roughly 1% over the entire run.
runs were based upon a diabatic reference basis for the q
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tum subsystem. In the diabatic reference basis, the quan
rotation part of the LiouvillianiLQ @see Eq.~10!# is particu-
larly simple to evaluate since the basis set is independen
R and the nonadiabatic coupling matrixD is zero. In all the
tests below, the results of the multithreads algorithm
compared to the exact~numerical! quantum dynamics of the
models. The full dynamics was carried out using fast Fou
transform methods~FFT! based on a two-dimensional grid o
roughly 5003500 points. In the cases considered below,
initial wave packet was taken to be a product of Gauss
wave packets on a specific diabatic surface and origin
positioned in an asymptotic region well removed from
gions of appreciable population transfer.

A. Collinear reactive collision model

The first two-dimensional test considered is a model
the collinear reaction of three atoms of the formA1BC
→AB1C utilized by Ben-Nun and Martı´nez to validate the
multiple spawning molecular dynamics method.23 The
Hamiltonian is constructed by coupling two diabatic state
and 2, each of which describes a collinear nonreactive c
sion between an atom and a diatomic molecule:A1BC on
the first diabatic surface, andAB1C on the other. Each o
the diabatics is given by a sum of two terms: a Morse os
lator describing theAB or BC vibration and an exponentially
repulsive functional form for the interaction of the boun
species with the third atom:23

V1,1~r ,R!5De~12e2b(r 2r e)!2

1D repe
2b(R20.5r 2r e),

V2,2~r ,R!5De~12e2b(R20.5r 2r e)!2

1D repe
2b(r 2r e), ~36!

where r is the distance between atomsB and C; R is the
distance from atomA to the center of mass of the diatom
BC. The parameters appearing in~36! were taken to beDe

50.038 647,b50.458 038,r e55.0494, andD rep50.02 in
atomic units. The partially Wigner-transformed Hamiltoni
of the system for this model can be written as

Ĥw~r ,p,R,P!5
p2

2m
1

P2

2M
1V~r ,R!1Vc , ~37!

whereV(r ,R) is the~diagonal! diabatic matrix in~36!, andp
and P are the classical momenta conjugate to ther and R
coordinates, respectively. In Eq.~37!, Vc is a constant, off-
diagonal 232 matrix with diagonal elements of zero an
off-diagonal elementsVc50.001 36 in atomic units. The
massesm5MLi/2 andM52MLi/3 were taken to correspon
to the reduced masses for theBC and theA2BC motions
when atomsA, B, andC are lithium.

The resulting ground-state adiabatic potential energy
face describes a reactive atom exchange with a barrier he
of 0.435 36 eV and is qualitatively of the London–Eyring
Polanyi–Sato form.35 The excited-state adiabatic potenti
energy surface describes a bound linear triatomic mole
Li3* . At the saddle point of the ground-state adiabatic s
face, the two adiabatic surfaces are separated byVc

50.002 72 a.u. (600 cm21).23 Note that in this model, since
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the potential energy surfaces are anharmonic and ther andR
coordinates are strongly coupled, the potentials are nons
rable in r and R and hence are not quasi-one-dimension
Furthermore, the two adiabatic surfaces are very dissim
which suggests that mean-field dynamical prescriptions
break down.36

As mentioned above, all calculations were carried ou
the diabatic representation. The initial state of the system
all runs reported below was specified by an initial nucle
wave function taken to be a product of two one-dimensio
Gaussians centered in the asymptotic region in which
atom is separated from the center of mass of the diatomic
16 bohr ~i.e., R516 bohr!. The width of the Gaussians fo
bothr andR was taken to be 2 bohr21. Only the first diabatic
state in which theBC atoms are bound was initially popu
lated and the diatomic was in the ground vibrational sta
For the multithreads runs, the initial classical phase sp
coordinates were drawn from the corresponding Wig
transform of the density matrix for the conditions describ
above. Following Ref. 23, a broad range of relative kine
energies,P2/2M , for the atom with respect to the diatom
was studied. The relative kinetic energy was classified
terms of the excess energy, defined to be the difference
tween the relative kinetic energy and the reactive bar
height on the ground-state adiabatic energy surface (0.43
eV!. The excess energy values ranged from 0.0 eV, wh
quantal effects such as above the barrier reflection and
neling are prominent, to a value of 0.3 eV, where populat
may be trapped in the excited-state well and slowly leak
via nonadiabatic effects.

In Fig. 1, the diabatic reaction probability as a functio
of the excess energy is plotted for the full quantum solut
and the multithreads method. Note that the multithreads
sults agree with the full quantum results within the statisti

FIG. 1. The diabatic reaction probability as a function of the excess en
in eV for the collinear reactive collision model. The full line represents
numerical solution of the model, and the dashed line the averaged~over ten
runs! multithreads solution of the mixed quantum-classical Liouville equ
tion. The multithreads runs all started from an initial number of 300 threa
randomly drawn from the initial distribution, and the number of threads w
held at all times to the initial number through the pruning/combination ru
described in the text.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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uncertainties associated with averaging over ten propaga
runs starting from an initial multithread basis of 300 threa
In each of the runs, the maximum number of threads w
kept fixed at 300 threads and the time step of propagat
determined by requiring energy conservation of all runs at
times to within 1%, was 0.1 atomic units. Each run to
roughly 5 min. on a modern workstation~DEC alpha, 500
MHz, 21164 processor!. In all runs, the expectation values o
r and R as well as the branching ratios were monitored
determine when the system reached the asymptotic reg
The reaction probability was then interpreted as the pop
tion of the second diabatic state after the system stabiliz
In Fig. 2 the spread in the diabatic reaction probability a
function of time is shown from the ten runs at an exce
energy of 0.3 eV. The spread in the diabatic reaction pr
ability for runs at other values of the excess energy w
comparable to that shown in Fig. 2. Note that the spread
the data increases markedly at times of roughly 100 ato
units where the evolving density matrix enters the reac
region of the adiabatic potential energy surface.

For the particular form of the interaction between diab
tic surfaces

]Vc

]r
5

]Vc

]R
50, ~38!

which implies that the force matrices are diagonal in
diabatic basis and therefore commute. Bothp and P are
therefore in the same force commutation class and henceiLp

and iLP can be simultaneously diagonalized. For the coll
ear reactive collision model with a constant coupling mat
Vc , only one thread-branching event occurs per time s
As a simple test of the multidimensional version of t
thread propagation combination rules, additional runs w
carried out in which the threads were sequentially pro
gated along each classical phase space ‘‘direction’’ (r ,p) and
(R,P) according to the Trotter decomposition in Eq.~20!.

FIG. 2. The diabatic reaction probability as a function of time at an ini
excess energy of 0.3 eV for the collinear reactive collision model. The s
line with and without circles represents numerical solution of the model
the averaged multithreads solution, respectively, and the dashed lines
cate the time profile of individual runs.
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The thread combination~reduction! step was carried out afte
each momentum propagation as though the propagatorsiLop

andiLP were in different commutation classes. Even thou
the thread combination was conducted more frequently, le
ing to a factor of 2 increase in the total computational tim
of the runs, no significant difference in the results for t
reaction probability or other observables was observed. F
thermore, in order to examine the sensitivity of the runs
the basis set used to represent the quantum operators
runs were repeated with an adiabatic basis reference set
though in principle the propagation schemes depend on
reference basis set through the representation of the
propagatoriL and the weights used in the combination
threads, no statistically significant differences were no
from the results obtained in the diabatic reference basis.

B. Conical intersection model

Although the previous model provides a rigorous test
some features of the multithreads method applied to an
monic, multidimensional systems with nonseparable Ham
tonians and avoided crossings, the simple form of the c
pling matrix leads to a single force commutation class.
now turn our attention to a two-dimensional model of conic
intersections proposed several years ago by Ferrettiet al.24 in
which the qualitative nature of the quantum dynamicsand
the spatial dependence of the nonadiabatic coupling are
stantially different from the collinear reactive collisio
model. The conical intersection model24,37 was designed to
study the dynamics of a wave packet crossing a conical
tersection modeled by two-dimensional diabatic potentia
The dynamics consists of a wave packet, initially in the fi
excited adiabatic state, propagating along a low-freque
coordinateX while oscillating around the other coordinateY
in the two-dimensional system. As in Ref. 24, we limit o
study to a single passage of the wave packet through
strong interaction region in the vicinity of the conical inte
section. The dynamics may therefore be appropriate for p
todissociative processes or strongly dissipative processe
which no recurrences are observed.

The Hamiltonian for the conical intersection model c
be written in a diabatic representation in terms of symme
and antisymmetric stretch coordinatesX and Y of a linear
triatomic moleculeABA as24

H11~X,Y!5
Kx

2
~X2X1!21

Ky

2
Y2,

H22~X,Y!5
Kx

2
~X2X2!21

Ky

2
Y21D, ~39!

H12~X,Y!5H21~X,Y!5gYe2a(X2X3)2
e2bY2

.

The parameters appearing in Eq.~39! are, in atomic units,

Kx50.02, Ky50.10, D50.01,

X154, X253, X353,
~40!

Mx520 000.0, M y56667.0,

a53.0, b51.5.
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The parameterg measuring the coupling between the diab
tic surfaces was varied from values characterizing the we
coupling regime (g50.005 a.u.! to the strong-coupling re
gime (g50.08 au!. For small coupling strengths, the groun
adiabatic surface has a single minimum atX'4, Y50 while
for larger g two minima appear at smallerX with opposite
values ofY ~see Ref. 36 for a more detailed description of t
potential energy surfaces in the model!. Due to theX depen-
dence of the coupling between the diabaticH11 andH22 sur-
faces, the nonadiabatic region in which most of the popu
tion transfer occurs is in the region ofX'3.

For this model, we focus on the probability of th
ground adiabatic state after a single passage through
strong coupling region as a function of the coupling stren
g. Following Ref. 24, the initial state for the full quantum
simulations was taken to be a Gaussian wave packet on
first diabatic statec1 of the form

c1~X,Y!'x2~X,Y!

5~pDXDY!21/2e2(X2X0)2/2DX2
e2(Y2Y0)2/2DY2

,

~41!

wherex2 is the wave function for the excited adiabatic sta
and the widths areDX50.150 andDY50.197 bohr. These
initial conditions were chosen to mimic a Franck–Cond
excitation to the first excited state from a ground st
coupled to the adiabatic states through an infinitely sh
radiation pulse.24 The center of the wave packet is atX0

52.0, Y050.0, which corresponds to a region where t
nonadiabatic coupling is small and the first excited adiab
statex2 is approximately given by the first diabatic wav
functionc1. The initial thread positions in the classical pha
space (X,Y,Px ,Py), wherePx andPy are the momenta con
jugate toX, and Y, were drawn from the~partial! Wigner
transform of Eq.~41!.

In the diabatic basis, the Liouville superoperator has o
diagonal elements in both the quantum rotation partiLQ and
in the momentum propagation part of bothPx andPy . Due
to the nonsymmetric functional dependence onX and Y of
the nonadiabatic coupling termH12(X,Y), the force opera-
torsFx andFy do not commute. Hence, the conical interse
tion model provides a nontrivial test of the multithrea
method for systems in which more than one force commu
tion class exists and multiple thread branching and reduc
events occur per time step.

The results of the exact quantum calculation and
multithreads calculation of the populations of the grou
adiabatic state as a function of the nonadiabatic coup
strength after a single passage through the strong coup
region are shown in Fig. 3. The adiabatic populations sho
were obtained by allowing the system to propagate thro
the strong coupling region and waiting for the adiaba
populations to stabilize. For all coupling strengths, the sta
lization time was roughly 50 a.u. The multithreads popu
tions for the weak coupling limit (g<0.04) were calculated
based on ten runs in which 328 initial threads were pro
gated with a time step of about 0.02 a.u. However, when
nonadiabatic coupling strengthg was larger than 0.04, th
populations of the adiabatic states developed discontinu
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signaling a failure in the thread reduction procedure. Enla
ing the initial number of threads to 512 threads was still n
sufficient to smooth out the discontinuities for the runs w
larger nonadiabatic coupling. In principle, one could impro
the continuity of the data by allowing for an even larg
maximum number of threads, but expanding the set
threads drastically increases the time required for each
As an alternative, the way in which the initial number
threads was sampled from the distribution was modifi
based on the observation that, although the adiabatic po
lations as a function of time vary for different initial value
of Px , the asymptotic value of the populations after pass
through the region of strong coupling is relatively insensiti
to the initial value ofPx . The asymptotic value of the adia
batic populations calculated over the runs therefore c
verges relatively quickly if the initial threads are a chosen
have the same initial value ofPx ~randomly selected from
the distribution! while the other degrees of freedom a
sampled without restriction. However, since the spread in
populations at intermediate times for runs with different in
tial Px is much greater than that in the asymptotic regions
larger number of runs would be required to reproduce
profile of the adiabatic populations at a given level of sta
tical uncertainty wheng is large. This behavior is evident in
Fig. 4, in which the population of the ground adiabatic st
is plotted as a function of time forg50.01 andg50.08,
corresponding to the weak and strong coupling regimes. O
may speculate that the failure of the multithreads in
strong coupling regime when the initial thread points a
sampled uniformly from the initial distribution arises from
the fact that the dispersion in the distribution along thePx

dimension implies that some threads move with quite diff
ent velocities along theX direction of the potential energy
surface. As a consequence, individual threads move thro
the nonadiabatic region nearX53.0 at different times so tha
the strong branching events do not interact with one anot
leading to discontinuous changes in population when thre

FIG. 3. The population of the ground adiabatic state as a function of c
pling strengthg after the first passage through the nonadiabatic coup
region for the conical intersection model. The solid lines are the exact
merical solution of the model, and the diamonds connected by the da
line are the result obtained from the multithreads approach.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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are combined. These discontinuities are not reflected in
norm, which is conserved by the thread combination pro
dure. In all the runs used to calculate the populations sho
in Fig. 3, the total number of threads at all time steps w
kept equal to the number of initial threads by the thre
reduction procedure and the energy was conserved to w
4%. The runs with 328 initial threads took roughly 3 min o
a 933 MHz Pentium III processor, while the runs for strong
coupling took around 8 min. As is clear from Fig. 3, th
ground-state adiabatic population calculated using the m
threads approach agrees extremely well for all coupl
strengths in contrast to a surface-hopping approach4 where
the populations differ by 10% – 20% from the exact result
coupling strengthsg>0.02.24

Although branching ratios and reaction probabilities a
important observables, they are often somewhat insens
to subtle features of the quantum system and tend to w
out fine structural detail which is evident in the density m
trix. It is therefore interesting to examine directly the fin
structure of reduced densities of the full density matrix38

r11
(q)~Y,t !5E dX r11~X,Y,t !,

r22
(q)~Y,t !5E dXr22~X,Y,t !, ~42!

with their mixed quantum-classical analogs

r11
(cl)~Y,t !5E dX dPx dPy rw

11~X,Y,Px ,Py ,t !,

r22
(cl)~Y,t !5E dX dPx dPy rw

22~X,Y,Px ,Py ,t !. ~43!

FIG. 4. The adiabatic population as a function of time for the conical in
section model. In the two panels, the exact numerical solution~solid line!
and the multithreads solution~dotted line! are plotted as a function of time
for the case of weak coupling~upper panel,g50.01!, and strong coupling
~lower panel,g50.08).
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In Fig. 5 the reduced densitiesr (q) andr (cl) as a function of
Y are shown at different times forg50.01. The reduced
classical densitiesr (cl)(Y,t) were obtained from a single ru
of 1000 initial threads drawn without restriction from th
initial distribution. They were estimated via weighted hist
grams formed by summing the targeted matrix element~ei-
ther 1,1 or 2,2) of all matrices within a given range ofY and
then normalized according to Tr*dYr (cl)(Y,t)51. As de-
scribed by Ferrettiet al.,24 the wave packet does not sprea
appreciably or decrease in magnitude on the first exc
adiabatic state in theY direction until it reaches the nonadia
batic region at times neart520 a.u. at which point there is
rapid transfer of population into the ground state. The po
lation transfer corresponds to a splitting of the wave pac
into a small component that remains on the excited state
a larger component that subsequently propagates forwar
the ground state. After passing through the strong-coup
region, the component of the wave packet that remains in
excited state develops a node atY50 which persists through
to the asymptotic region. As noted by Ferrettiet al.,24 the
appearance of the node is a manifestation of Berry’s ph
Similar features have been observed in the study of w
packet dynamics ofNa3.39

It is interesting to note that although there is a hint o
node appearing inr22

(cl)(Y,t) at some times, the node disap
pears and reappears as the system evolves beyond the r
of strong coupling. The underlying reason for this behavio
not clear and may arise from the approximate nature of
mixed quantum-classical Liouville equation or from th
choice of poor thread reduction rules. It should be emp
sized that the dynamical evolution scheme outlined her
only approximate and may no longer be valid when t
quantum behavior of the coordinates which are treated ‘‘c
sically’’ becomes important. Further work examining whe
the mixed quantum-classical description breaks down
clearly necessary.

One may also examine reduced densities along thX
coordinate. These plots, however, do not show the rich
havior observed inr (q)(Y,t) and are fairly well reproduced

-

FIG. 5. The reduced densitiesr (q)(Y,t) andr (cl)(Y,t) as a function ofY at
different times~in atomic units! for the weak-coupling case (g50.01).
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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by the multithreads method as well as by other semiclass
methods.24 One can also examine the reduced densities
higher coupling strengths. At higher coupling, the number
nodes that appear inr22

(q)(Y,t) after passing through th
strong-coupling region increases and much finer structure
pears in the reduced density. These features are also qu
tively reproduced inr (cl)(Y,t), although the detailed struc
ture tends to be only approximately correct. It is interest
that as the coupling strength increases, the structural fea
in the reduced densityr (q)(Y,t) become increasingly sharp
As the multithreads algorithm relies on the smoothness of
quantities such as the partial Wigner transform of the den
matrix rw(R,P,t), it is not surprising that more and mor
threads are required as the strong-coupling limit is
proached if quantitatively accurate results are desired.

V. SUMMARY

In this article, the multithreads algorithm11,12 was ex-
tended to multidimensional systems and tested on sim
two-dimensional models for which the exact quantum so
tion is readily attainable. The scheme is based on a Tro
decomposition of the mixed quantum-classical Liouvi
equation in which noncommuting force operators rep
sented as off-diagonal matrices or supervectors in the q
tum representation lead to trajectory branching at each t
step. It is demonstrated that the number of branching ev
per time step is determined by the number of force comm
tation classes for the system.

In order to determine how the method scales with
dimensionality and number of commutation classes in
system, the multithreads algorithm was tested on two mo
designed to probe different aspects of the method. The
model considered was the two-dimensional collinear reac
collision model of Martı´nez and co-workers.23 Unlike many
other benchmark tests designed to compare approxim
methods of nonadiabatic molecular dynamics with exact
merical results, the dynamics of the two coordinates is g
erned by a nonseparable Hamiltonian at all times. Furth
more, the form of the diabatic potentials and the coupl
lead to ground and excited adiabatic potential energy
faces which differ qualitatively; the ground-state surface
scribes a reactive collision while the excited-state surf
describes a bound triatomic complex. In spite of these
pects of the model, which make it a stringent test of se
classical approaches, the multithread algorithm yields res
which show excellent agreement for the diabatic react
probability with the exact numerical solution of the mod
when as few as 300 threads initially sampled from a Gau
ian distribution are propagated. In addition, the time pro
of the diabatic reaction probability is reproduced quite we
The quality of the results obtained is insensitive to the way
which the propagation is carried out, namely whether
thread reduction procedure is done after the propagatio
each momentum coordinate or not, as well as to the choic
reference basis for the quantum subsystem.

Unfortunately, the simple form of the coupling term
the collinear reactive collision model leads to a single fo
commutation class. To examine how the multithreads
Downloaded 02 Jan 2002 to 142.150.226.11. Redistribution subject to A
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proach works for multidimensional systems with diaba
coupling terms which depend explicitly on the classical c
ordinates, a two-dimensional model of a conical intersect
was considered. In the conical intersection model, the p
ticular form and functional dependence of the diabatic c
pling term implies that the two force operators which app
in the momentum propagator do not commute. For t
model, the multithreads algorithm was applied by carryi
out the thread reduction step after each momentum degre
freedom was propagated, and excellent agreement betw
the resulting adiabatic populations and the exact populat
after first passage through the strong-coupling region w
obtained in the weak-coupling regime using roughly 3
threads. In the strong-coupling limit, however, when unifo
sampling of the classical phase space coordinates of the
tial threads was utilized, discontinuous changes in popu
tions and expectation values of coordinates were obser
This problem was remedied by changing the sampl
scheme used to select the initial coordinates of the thre
based on the observation that the dispersion inPx in the
initial distribution had relatively little effect on the
asymptotic value of the adiabatic populations. When
same initial values ofPx randomly chosen from the initia
distribution were used for all 512 threads, relatively few ru
were needed to obtain the correct asymptotic populati
within statistical uncertainties of roughly 5%. Reduced de
sities for the coordinateY were also considered for the con
cal intersection model and it was demonstrated that altho
many of the qualitative features observed in the quant
reduced densitiesr (q)(Y,t) were reproduced in the classic
reduced densitiesr (cl)(Y,t), important differences appeare
in the nodal structure of the reduced densities for the sys
in the excited adiabatic state after passage through
strong-coupling region. The nodal structure are a manife
tion of Berry’s geometrical phase,22 and perhaps are not cor
rectly reproduced due to the approximate nature of the mi
quantum-classical description in which the evolution of theX
andY coordinates is treated in ‘‘classical’’ fashion.

A number of important issues concerning the meth
outlined in this paper remain to be examined. Perhaps fo
most among these is the range of validity of the multithrea
algorithm so that one may gain some understanding a
what specific conditions must be met for such an approac
be fruitful. In particular, understanding how the thread ru
influence energy conservation and how the~chaotic! nature
of the classical trajectories relates to the smoothness of
density matrix is fundamental to obtaining a clearer pictu
of the utility of the algorithm. Unfortunately, the ‘‘uncon
trolled’’ nature of the thread reduction procedure make dir
theoretical investigation of such concerns difficult, and it
clearly desirable to develop a sound theoretical framewor
examine the method for simple systems. Efforts along th
directions are underway.
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